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Northeastern University expects all applicants to submit an application essays, transcripts, test scores, etc. No
part of the application can have been completed partially or completely, or significantly enhanced partially or
completely, by persons including paid agents, admissions support agencies or personnel other than the student.
The use of such services violates Northeastern University policy, and may lead to the rejection of application
materials, the revocation of an admissions offer, cancellation of admission, or involuntary withdrawal from the
university. International transfer students will need all of the transfer student required materials plus: Certified
English translations of all transcripts by a recognized credentialing agency. For transfer applicants who have
earned credits at an international institution, transcripts should be evaluated by the Center for Educational
Documentation. The Certification of Finances is designed to assist colleges and universities in obtaining
complete and accurate information about the funds available to international applicants. As Northeastern is
unable to offer state or federally-funded financial support to international applicants, the process of verifying
the financial resources of students is essential. Transfer credit policies and course equivalencies listed here.
Additional Required Materials Special Documents Homeschool Applicants At Northeastern, we understand
that homeschool applicants come from a variety of academic backgrounds and structures, and carefully
consider every element of the application through our holistic review. In order to best consider our
homeschool applicants, we require additional documents that provide an in-depth look at your individual
homeschool experience. Please see a list of these additional requirements below. Academic portfolio and
transcript consistent with state guidelines Please provide grading rubric alongside transcript Standardized
Tests: Two SAT subject tests are recommended, but not required If you are a homeschooled applicant
studying outside of the United States and thus are not required to submit SAT scores , you may provide results
from AP exams, IB exams predicted or final , A-Levels, or another regionally or nationally accredited
examination. Guidance Counselor and Teacher Recommendations: Your counselor recommendation may
come from a parent or a primary instructor Teacher recommendations may come from a tutor, online teacher,
or teacher from a course taken outside the home. We are flexible based on the structure of your homeschool
experience An additional letter of recommendation is recommended, but not required. Additional
recommendations can come from an art teacher, an employer, a coach, etc. If you have specific questions
regarding the application process as a homeschooled student, please direct them to Assistant Directors of
Admissions Ali Rogers a. Credentials not submitted online should be mailed to the address below.
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Arts supplement materials must be submitted by the relevant application deadline of the admission plan you
have chosen: The arts materials you submit to Amherst through SlideRoom will be considered as a supplement
to the standard application materials for admission to Amherst College as a whole. Any student attending
Amherst College may participate in the arts either as a departmental major or as a non-major taking courses
through the curriculum or by engagement in extra-curricular activities whether or not the student previously
submitted an arts supplement at the time of application. Students who have applied to Amherst by submitting
the Coalition Application should select the appropriate arts supplement from the "Coalition Application
Applicants" list. Students who have applied to Amherst by submitting the Common Application should select
the appropriate arts supplement from the "Common Application Applicants" list. Please note that the content
and requirements of all three categories of arts supplements are the same; they differ only in the technical
processing of arts recommendations for students submitting different types of admission applications.
Recommendations should be submitted directly by the teacher through the SlideRoom online reference
system. To initiate that process, you should use the "Add Reference" option available in your SlideRoom
online supplement. If your art recommender is unable to use the SlideRoom system, arts recommendations
may be sent directly by the teacher via email to admission amherst. You must submit your arts supplement by
the appropriate application deadline: SlideRoom does not permanently download embedded media, so if you
remove the original content or otherwise restrict access to the linked material, it will not be retrievable in
SlideRoom by Amherst faculty reviewers. You can also email SlideRoom directly at support slideroom.
Amherst-specific Instructions for Artistic Media Submissions: Examples of musical work: Provide a recording
of yourself in solo performance if classical instrumental, voice, or jazz or group performance if jazz, rock, pop
or other of tracks, not longer than 10 minutes total, exhibiting contrasting examples of expression and
technique for classical submissions or varied stylistic approaches swing, Latin, ballad, blues, etc. For each
recording, specify in the "Description" label: If submitting an original musical composition for review, include
an audio recording of a performance of your written work if available , as well as printed sheet music as PDF.
You are strongly encouraged although not required to submit samples of dance performance in the form of
video or embedded media from YouTube, Vimeo or SoundCloud. If you provide a URL for embedded media,
please ensure that the content will remain accessible at least through March 31, SlideRoom does not
permanently download embedded media, so if you remove the original content or otherwise restricts access to
the linked material, it will not be viewable in SlideRoom faculty reviewers. Recommendation from a teacher
who is familiar with your work in theater Essay: Optional Artistic Work Examples: Students who have done
acting or directing work may submit one video example of no longer than three minutes. If you do not appear
as the sole performer in the video, please include a title that indicates your role or that you directed. Students
interested in theatrical design may submit samples of original art work primarily drawings as images ; please
do not submit production photos. SlideRoom does not permanently download embedded media, so if you
remove the original content or otherwise restricts access to the linked material, it will not be accessible in
SlideRoom to faculty reviewers. It is recommended that you submit at least ten examples, if available.
Examples may be submitted in the form of images, video, or embedded media from YouTube, Vimeo or
SoundCloud. SlideRoom does not permanently download embedded media, so if you remove the original
content or otherwise restricts access to the linked material, it will not be viewable in SlideRoom to faculty
evaluators. Ready to get started on your arts supplement? Your next stop is the Amherst College SlideRoom
site!
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While we request that the volume of supplementary credentials be kept to a minimum, there may be occasions
where such credentials provide valuable information that the standard application does not. Please note that
supplements are not a required part of our admissions process. We specifically ask that you do not send
collections of awards or certificates, and we explicitly direct that you refrain from submitting or mailing any
type of supplementary materials in binders or folders. If you feel it is necessary to provide additional
information, you may submit a PDF of your resume as part of the Columbia-specific questions in either the
Common Application or the Coalition Application, where we allow for the submission of professional
resumes. Should you wish to share samples of your work that may be viewed online, clearly indicate the
relevant links in the additional information section of your admission application. Finally, please be advised
that while we welcome the submission of such credentials, we can provide no guarantee that all materials will
be reviewed or evaluated, as they are not required for the admission process. Early Decision applicants must
submit their supplements by November 1 and Regular Decision applicants must submit their supplements by
January 1. Science, Engineering and Other Academic Research If you have completed research with a faculty
member or mentor in science, engineering or other academic disciplines e. You may upload your abstract in
the Columbia-specific questions to the Common Application or in the Uploads page of the Coalition
Application. If you are submitting an abstract, you will also be asked to answer a few short questions on the
duration of your research involvement, your specific role in and contributions to the research project, and
contact information of your research mentor. This will help us better understand your specific research
experience beyond what you may have already included in your other application materials. Most students
who choose to submit an artistic portfolio have achievements at the state, national or international level related
to their craft and have devoted a significant amount of time and energy to their art form s. Arts supplements
are entirely optional and not required for the admissions process. Architecture, Creative Writing, Dance,
Drama and Theatre Arts, Film, Music and Visual Arts supplements can be submitted through SlideRoom, an
online platform that allows applicants to send digital materials to the admissions office. SlideRoom can be
accessed through your Columbia application. If you are applying using a QuestBridge Application, you will
indicate your intention to submit an arts supplement as part of your Columbia QuestBridge Questionnaire.
Each SlideRoom submission incurs a fee, listed in each program below. SlideRoom fee waivers are
automatically provided for all applicants receiving a Common Application fee waiver through the Common
Application system. Architecture Digital images will be accepted as. Students submitting an architecture
supplement should select up to 10 digital images or models that highlight the best work in their portfolio.
Please do not submit journalism samples or full books. Dance A video of dance accomplishments must be no
more than MB and between four and six minutes in length. A video, no more than 15 minutes in total length
highlighting film work from one or multiple productions. Music We ask that students select two works
contrasting in period and tempo, and choose from one of three possible types of submissions: We require that
students also list the composer, title of the work and movement title or opus number. The total length of
recordings should not exceed 20 minutes and should not include any biographical or introductory material.
Recordings should be as clear as possible. Students will have the opportunity to indicate the time ranges for
any highlighted portions of their recordings. Audio materials will be accepted as. Composition scores may be
submitted as. Students are asked to limit themselves to one music supplement. If they have significant talent in
more than one area within music performance or composition they are asked to select their primary area of
focus as their supplement. Visual Arts Digital images will be accepted as. Students submitting a visual arts
supplement should select up to 20 digital images that highlight the best work in their portfolio.
Chapter 4 : Vitamins, Minerals, Supplements | www.nxgvision.com
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Hi guys, I'm preparing a music supplement (clarinet)with my teacher since I've been playing for a while and I'm the first
chair in my school's Concert Band.

Chapter 5 : First Year Applicants | Undergraduate Admission | Brown University
Music Supplements A complete music supplement includes two components. PDF document: a rÃ©sumÃ© or list
summarizing experience with instrument, voice and/or composition; years studied, ensemble participation, repertoire
(solo and/or ensemble), awards received; and any other relevant information.

Chapter 6 : Application Information | Northeastern University Admissions
Music, in this sense, actually refers to the audio perception from your favorite songs, remixes, or renditions. It can affect
the brain significantly, and vicariously through that may influence the body.

Chapter 7 : First-Year Applicants | Information about Arts Supplement Submission | Amherst College
Students with extraordinary talent in music composition, conducting or performance may supplement their Stanford
application with an Arts Portfolio. The Arts Portfolio is entirely optional and will be reviewed at the discretion of the Office
of Undergraduate Admission and the arts faculty.

Chapter 8 : Supplemental Application Procedures - UCLA Undergraduate Admission
Art Supplements must be submitted online through an applicant's status portal. Any supplemental art materials that are
mailed or emailed to our office will not be reviewed. Applicants will receive instructions on how to access their status
portals and submit supplemental materials after their Common Applications or Coalition Applications have.
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